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sharing her thoughts on this year's theme, shazia iqbal mentions
that "pariyan" takes us through the story of three men, who fall in
love with a woman, but fail to see that the woman is with them,
because they are convinced that they are with her. in order to
prove their worth, the three try to bring their “ashes” and be with
their 'bride' in death. it reflects the story of india, where people fall
in love and marry, but don't realise that the woman they fall in love
with is married to someone else. the portrayal of the life of these
three men on the screen was something which had never been
shown before. [4] prakash jha is one of the best known indian
directors in the country. he has made documentaries on topics such
as education, politics and the environment. some of his films such
as pather panchali, saanp, pagla kahani, chak de! india, haider,
zinda, dangal and lakshmi have won multiple awards and acclaim.
he has also directed a few bollywood movies such as gangaajal and
lage raho munnabhai. bebaak is a beautifully shot, stylishly written,
and thematically rich film. the cast is superb: fatima, played by
iqbal, is a real hero, whose greatness in spite of her small stature is
evident. fatima is only five feet tall and she walks with a distinct
swagger. however, shes also a trained dancer, so she doesnt look
weak, even as she takes on the larger, stronger man. amjad has a
similar build, and his strength is also matched by a gentleness of
spirit. the two of them stand against their oppressors. theres a
scene in which fatima and amjad go for a walk to a market where
they get ready to shop for a goat, but they are stopped by an
officer who tells them they cannot go. but they dont accept that,
and they go anyway, fighting their way through the crowds to the
market.
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